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  #211    

08-21-2012, 04:48 PM  

rvbaje  

Member 
  

Join Date: Aug 2012 

Posts: 44  

 
 

Re: Banners Broker  

 
Quote: 

Originally Posted by noname999  

So if they are making so much and you have evidence of this, why are you not taking up the 

option? 

It's not the only option on the block. I already have another opportunity that pays about the same. 

But if it's still around in 2 months, I'll jump in. I like to diversify. 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by char  

So what you're saying is: 
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As long as the drunk driver doesn't hit my car, let him drink all he wants. 

 

Let the drug dealer make money near the school as long as he doesn't sell drugs to my kid. 

 

And let people put money into BB, as long as I'm not the last one in and I make my money back, 

others should not care. 

 

And the worst part, is people like you are also saying: 
 

Damn the police from arresting those drug dealers and drunk drivers. 

 

 

Disgusting, greedy, idiotic, and shameful. 

All poor, misplaced analogies. 

 

 

 

  #212    

08-21-2012, 05:04 PM  

fourcloze  

Member 
  

Join Date: Aug 2012 

Posts: 34  

 
 

Re: Banners Broker  

 
Thanks for reiterating my point NoName and Once Upon. So instead of wasting my time actually 

replying to your hypothetical theories of scams and failures, I'll just watch my account grow. 

Sure, it's a risk. Driving to work is a risk. Maybe you both should team up and start a thread 

about how nobody should ever drive again because it's a risk and you two all-knowing 

individuals can really work hard and make it a non-driving society. LOL!! Think of all the 

money we would be saving for gas. I hope you do get that thread going because I'm sure you will 

be able to pursuade all to be convinced that your negative persona will emulate through their 

bones and they will follow you like zombies. LOL!! Wow, you have really given me some good 

entertainment. I'm done. Have a good day.  
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Once Upon a Time  

Senior Member 
  

Join Date: May 2010 
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Re: Banners Broker  
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Quote: 

Originally Posted by fourcloze  

Thanks for reiterating my point NoName and Once Upon. So instead of wasting my time 

actually replying to your hypothetical theories of scams and failures, I'll just watch my account 

grow. Sure, it's a risk. Driving to work is a risk. Maybe you both should team up and start a 

thread about how nobody should ever drive again because it's a risk and you two all-knowing 

individuals can really work hard and make it a non-driving society. LOL!! Think of all the 

money we would be saving for gas. I hope you do get that thread going because I'm sure you 

will be able to pursuade all to be convinced that your negative persona will emulate through 

their bones and they will follow you like zombies. LOL!! Wow, you have really given me some 

good entertainment. I'm done. Have a good day. 

So, it's OK by you that you know even if you don't get screwed in the Banners broker process 

that there will be people below you that will?  

 

You got that ethics certificate out of a box of Lucky Charms, right? 

 

 

  #214    

08-21-2012, 05:24 PM  

 

char  

Darkness Shines on Pyramids 
  

Join Date: Aug 2008 

Location: Reality 

Posts: 491  

 
 

Re: Banners Broker  

 
A risky opportunity is far different than an illegal ponzi scheme. 

 

Are you people really that stupid? 

__________________ 
If MLM is such a wonderful business model, why aren't you still doing Amway?  
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Once Upon a Time  

Senior Member 
  

Join Date: May 2010 

Posts: 3,497  

 
 

Re: Banners Broker  

 
Quote: 
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Originally Posted by char  

A risky opportunity is far different than an illegal ponzi scheme. 

Are you people really that stupid? 

So, if you know for a fact that there are people below you who will get screwed, it's called a 

"risky opportunity"? 

 

Chalk another one up for the B.W.E.D. 

 

 

  #216    

08-21-2012, 05:49 PM  

noname999  

Senior Member 
  

Join Date: Apr 2012 

Posts: 210  

 
 

Re: Banners Broker  

 
Quote: 

Originally Posted by fourcloze  

Thanks for reiterating my point NoName and Once Upon. So instead of wasting my time 

actually replying to your hypothetical theories of scams and failures, I'll just watch my account 

grow. Sure, it's a risk. Driving to work is a risk. Maybe you both should team up and start a 

thread about how nobody should ever drive again because it's a risk and you two all-knowing 

individuals can really work hard and make it a non-driving society. LOL!! Think of all the 

money we would be saving for gas. I hope you do get that thread going because I'm sure you 

will be able to pursuade all to be convinced that your negative persona will emulate through 

their bones and they will follow you like zombies. LOL!! Wow, you have really given me some 

good entertainment. I'm done. Have a good day.  

I guarantee one thing. You are not near as entertaining to us. 
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noname999  

Senior Member 
  

Join Date: Apr 2012 

Posts: 210  

 
 

Re: Banners Broker  

 
Quote: 

Originally Posted by rvbaje  
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It's not the only option on the block. I already have another opportunity that pays about the 

same. But if it's still around in 2 months, I'll jump in. I like to diversify. 

Why two months? If the offer is that good, why not now? 

 

 

  #218    

08-22-2012, 08:23 AM  

louis_the_dog  

Member 
  

Join Date: Apr 2012 

Posts: 57  

 
 

Re: Banners Broker  

 
Quote: 

Originally Posted by Once Upon a Time  

So, if you know for a fact that there are people below you who will get screwed, it's called a 

"risky opportunity"? 

 

Chalk another one up for the B.W.E.D. 

wow, the holier than thou have started to argue with each other seeing as though they have no 

proof whatsoever or argument about their views on BB. Wonder which troll noname (another 

troll) will back? 

 

Question for you noname, you say your friends have already taken out the money they put in, did 

they close their accounts? 

 

 

  #219    

08-22-2012, 09:50 AM  

rvbaje  

Member 
  

Join Date: Aug 2012 

Posts: 44  

 
 

Re: Banners Broker  

 
Quote: 

Originally Posted by noname999  

Why two months? If the offer is that good, why not now? 

That's when I'm going to reach my goal on some funds I want to diversify with. 

 

 
Last edited by rvbaje : 08-22-2012 at 10:36 AM.  
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noname999  

Senior Member 
  

Join Date: Apr 2012 

Posts: 210  

 
 

Re: Banners Broker  

 
Quote: 

Originally Posted by louis_the_dog  

wow, the holier than thou have started to argue with each other seeing as though they have no 

proof whatsoever or argument about their views on BB. Wonder which troll noname (another 

troll) will back? 

 

Question for you noname, you say your friends have already taken out the money they put in, 

did they close their accounts? 

Yet again, the conversation goes over your head. 

 

Less of the name calling. When you want to speak like an adult we can discuss. 
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noname999  

Senior Member 
  

Join Date: Apr 2012 

Posts: 210  

 
 

Re: Banners Broker  

 
Quote: 

Originally Posted by rvbaje  

That's when I'm going to reach my goal on some funds I want to diversify with. 

But if the opportunity is as good as you say it is, would you not throw something at it? 
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Member 
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Re: Banners Broker  

 
Quote: 

Originally Posted by noname999  

Yet again, the conversation goes over your head. 

 

Less of the name calling. When you want to speak like an adult we can discuss. 

sorry, a slip of the tongue.... so, are they still in BB? Your friends? 
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scinvestor  

Member 
  

Join Date: Aug 2012 

Posts: 44  

 
 

Re: Banners Broker  

 

 
 

This is a print screen from : 

 

http://bannersbroker.com/umutduman/main/contactus 

 

I am from Cyprus and I can assure you that the place shown in the map is not Zygi, the post code 

is not 7739, and there is no such address as : 

61 Grigori Afxentiou 

Zygi 7739, Cyprus 

 

I can also assure you that the telephone number mentioned in the picture is located in an other 

district than the one being shown in the map.  

 

In my opinion (and that is only personal) there is no legitimate and/or serious company which 

acts offshore and overseas and provides misleading and/or wrong information on their website! 
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Quote: 

Originally Posted by scinvestor  

Attachment 13134 

This is a print screen from : 

http://bannersbroker.com/umutduman/main/contactus 

I am from Cyprus and I can assure you that the place shown in the map is not Zygi, the post 

code is not 7739, and there is no such address as : 

61 Grigori Afxentiou 

Zygi 7739, Cyprus 

I can also assure you that the telephone number mentioned in the picture is located in an other 

district than the one being shown in the map.  

In my opinion (and that is only personal) there is no legitimate and/or serious company which 

acts offshore and overseas and provides misleading and/or wrong information on their 

website! 

Shocking! 

 

Their Canadian address is an auto repair garage. 

 

Their U.K. address is an insulation company. 
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Please also read my personal opinion on how they make money in an other thread in this forum 

here. 
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Originally Posted by scinvestor  

Please also read my personal opinion on how they make money in an other thread in this forum 

here. 

I know another forum where you could post your reasoning, but you would probably get 

lynched... 
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I wouldn't like to play the role of a crusader nor here neither elsewhere. The only reason I spent 

some of my time doing some research on this company (and I admit that I didn't take it seriously 

enough) was because the IT manager in my company told me that she was invited to one of their 

seminars and asked my opinion about this "opportunity". This is how people is drifted to believe 

on what it is! An opportunity!  

 

Hence I wrote to her my opinion.  

 

As a part of my research I came across this forum and I thought that some people here might be 

interested to exchange some views.  

 

I have many friends and relatives who are involved in this kind of businesses / "investments" and 

my conclusion after discussing their experiences and after attending several "seminars" is that the 

great majority of these people are victims, they loose money, or they loose their time, and they 

left with a bitter after-taste.  
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Originally Posted by scinvestor  

I wouldn't like to play the role of a crusader nor here neither elsewhere.  
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I respect that. I do appreciate your knowledge and candour. I hope you don't mind if i pick your 

brains at some other stage? 
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Originally Posted by noname999  

I hope you don't mind if i pick your brains at some other stage? 

Not at all. 
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Originally Posted by noname999  

But if the opportunity is as good as you say it is, would you not throw something at it? 

By throwing something at it, you mean purchasing panels? If so, as I said, yes, I will. In about 2 

months. 200% revenue sharing profit in 2 months is not shabby. But I already do that in my 

current opportunity, so no hurry. 
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Find it hard to believe that you would pass up a gilt edged double your money opportunity. 

Seems strange. 
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Originally Posted by rvbaje  

By throwing something at it, you mean purchasing panels? If so, as I said, yes, I will. In about 

2 months. 200% revenue sharing profit in 2 months is not shabby. But I already do that in my 

current opportunity, so no hurry. 

What would possess you to send money to a company that lies about their office locations? 

 

The MLMs with "virtual" offices are a gigantic red flag. One that says they have offices that 

don't exist or are in an auto mechanic's garage, or an insulation sales office are so obviously a 

scam that even the most avid of MLM promoter should be able to see it. Even Doyle. 
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Quote: 

Originally Posted by louis_the_dog  

wow, the holier than thou have started to argue with each other 

I think he was reiterating my point!! 

 

Taking a risk on a new LEGAL business that has outside income and a real product is different 

than taking a risk on an illegal ponzi scheme. 

 

Seems to me the risk w/ ponzis is when will the last person invest and will that be you.  
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Again, risking driving drunk(illegal) is different than buying stock in facebook. 

 

And, you said my analogies are poor. There is a reason things are deemed illegal. Drug dealing is 

illegal as is stealing. The people that make money in ponzi schemes are stealing from people 

below them - Horrible for the ones that thought they were investing in a real company. 

__________________ 
If MLM is such a wonderful business model, why aren't you still doing Amway?  
 

 
Last edited by char : 08-22-2012 at 03:59 PM.  
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Originally Posted by noname999  

Find it hard to believe that you would pass up a gilt edged double your money opportunity. 

Seems strange. 

I really don't know what you're getting at. I said twice already that I already have an opportunity 

that pays the same. The only reason for going to BB would be to diversify. 
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Quote: 

Originally Posted by Once Upon a Time  

What would possess you to send money to a company that lies about their office locations? 

 

The MLMs with "virtual" offices are a gigantic red flag. One that says they have offices that 

don't exist or are in an auto mechanic's garage, or an insulation sales office are so obviously a 

scam that even the most avid of MLM promoter should be able to see it. Even Doyle. 

What is there about doubling your money that's so difficult to understand? 
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For those too dumb to research it, there is also fraud associated with banners broker. 

 

This is going to get interesting. 
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Originally Posted by Once Upon a Time  

For those too dumb to research it, there is also fraud associated with banners broker. 

 

This is going to get interesting. 

That is interesting. Can you elaborate? 
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Originally Posted by rvbaje  

What is there about doubling your money that's so difficult to understand? 
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Are you saying you can double your money with Banners broker? 

Can i ask what the other scheme is? 
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Originally Posted by noname999  

Are you saying you can double your money with Banners broker? 

Can i ask what the other scheme is? 

There are two variables that one should take into consideration when he or she plans to make a 

long-term investment with BB. 

 

One is the number of affiliates / members / agents! 

 

I saw that BB is proudly announcing that they have now reached 100.000 members. In addition 

to that they forecast that this is going to be increased by ten fold in 2013. 

 

Second is the size of the industry. We are talking for an industry that reaches 25 - 30 billion USD 

every year. 

 

To be on the conservative site, and to minimize the room for debate, I would consider a virtual 

situation where the industry revenue is 40 billion USD every year and BB has only 100.000 

agents and that this is going to be steady.  

 

Since they claim that basic mathematics are essential in making a succesful strategy I am going 

to use simple mathematics to make a point. 

 

Let me first assume that every single "agent" has "invested" 250 USD in this company.  

 

Let me also assume that the market share of this company has a potential to grow up to 50% of 

the total business. 

 

That means the maximum revenue from the advertisers who decide to buy BB services is around 

20 billion per year. 

 

Of course if one deducts the operation costs, the fees to the publishers, and the profit withheld by 

BB the balance availlable to be used as profit earnings for the agents is (?) lets say 12 billion?  
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OK now to the question: 

 

How long do you think all 100.000 members would be able to double their money until we reach 

the maximum of 12 billion, considering that the doubling time is 3 months? 

 

Answer: 

 

The answer is 30 months, under all the ideal circumstances that we mentioned above. 

 

How do we calculate the answer? 

 

100.000 X 250 USD = 25 MIL USD (initial capital) 

 

Double that 10 times (every 3 months) and you reach the plateau of 25.6 bil USD. 

 

Notes: 

 

In this excercise I have not calculated the market heritage and corporate image of BB 

competitors. I am purposely ignoring them and consider them as loosers. 

I did not account the increasing number of members (BB claims that it is going to be booming 

next year). 

 

Forecast: 

 

This company will or will not continue to exist in the future. But I am sure for one thing! Its 

promotional campaign will be much different in the near future, the promises will follow a 

declining course, as well as the prospective investors. 

 

Cheers! 

 

PS. For some of us this will not be a surpise but rather a new version of the old story. Some 

others, well they will wake up! 

 

PS2. I would also like to emphasize the fact that profitability is a key component for every 

business. Considering the highly competitive environment that we work in, the higher the 

profitability the higher the feasibility of a company will be. Now compare Google with its 

pioneer adsense, for instance, with BB. BB chooses to decrease its profits (if we take for granted 

their claims) to share some piece of the pie to its agents. Google does not. Google is a market 

giant while for now BB is an unknown quantity! Who do you think will prevail at the end of the 

day? 

 

 
Last edited by scinvestor : 08-23-2012 at 08:46 AM.  
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Quote: 

Originally Posted by noname999  

That is interesting. Can you elaborate? 

Sure! 

 

As soon as I finish my conversation with the SEC. 

 

If you have any money tied up in this MLM scam, I highly recommend you take it out. There is 

something called a "clawback" that happens when a ponzi or a pyramid gets shut down. 
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